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Abstract

The role of the Pierce instability in the formation of double

layers is considered and compared with that of the Buneman in-

stability. Pierce instabilities have been identified in a double-

-layer experiment, where they lead to ion trapping. Here the

effects of external circuit elements are considered. In the case

of immobile ions the onset criteria are unaffected, but in the

unstable range the growth rate is reduced by the external impe-

dance. Required experimental values of the circuit elements are

estimate?. The possible relevance to computer simulations is

noted
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1. Introduction

Pierce (1944) showed that a finite length system consisting of

an electron beam moving through a neutralizing background of

fixed ions can be made unstable if the end grids are externally

short circuited. If the ions are allowed to respond the insta-

bility still occurs (Faulkner and Ware, 1969) and in addition

there is an unstable mode depending on ion oscillations which

is dominant for long systems and corresponds to the ordinary

two-stream Buneman instability. The effects of finite ion mass

and of electron thermal velocity spread were treated by Yuan

(1977). Saeki et al. (1977) analysed the transition from the

Buneman to the Pierce mode with increasing beam current and

confirmed their results experimentally. Prom a nonlinear treat-

ment of the Pierce mode Shapiro and Shevchenko t i 967) find that

even close to the threshold current the energy of the disturbance

becomes comparable with the initial beam energy.

In the long-wavelength regime the ordinary two-stream instability

for an unbounded plasma can drive local evacuations, which may

initiate the formation of double layers (Raadu and Carlgyist,

1981). The local plasma density in the evacuation region con-

tinues to drop even in the non-linear regime as shown by numeri-

cal analysis including the ion Vlasov. equation (ibid) and in

an analytic fluid treatment (Galeev et al., 1981). Quasineutrali-

ty holds during the initial evacuation, so that the ion and

electron density perturbations are approximately equal. The

final formation of a doable layer must depend on departure»

from charge neutrality and possibly on particle trapping as

indicated by numerical solutions of the complete Vlasov-Poisson

system of equations (Chanteur and Volokhitin, 1982).

Iizuka et a_l. (1979) have observed the formation of a double

layer as the result of the injection of an e3ectron beam into

a low density plasma. As they also described in the preliminary

report (Saeki et al., 1977) Pierce instabilities supplant the

Buneman instability beyond a critical current level. They

ascribe the formation of a potential minimum to the rapid growth

of the Pierce mode. Ions are trapped in this* suddenly formed

potential well and constitute the thermal population on the

low-pctential side of tho double layer. Thus in their experi-

ment the Pierce instability plays a vital role in the formation



of the double layer.

The essential difference between the situation considered

by Raadu and Carlqvist (1981) and that investigated by

Iizuka et al. (1979) is the length of the system. For a long

system many unstable Buneman modes are present and the form of

tsfte growing perturbations reflects their initial random nature,

density depletions leading to local evacuations which may ini-

tiate double-layer formation. In a short system a single Pierce

mode can dominate and determine the form of the growing pertur-

bation and in particular the tendency to form local evacuation

regions is lost.

In view of these considerations it is of interest from the point

of view of double-layer formation to look further into the

conditions for the growth of the Pierce instability. Here we will

investigate the influence of an external circuit with finite

impedance instead of the normally assumed zero impedance

short-circuit. In a laboratory experiment it is possible to

introduce external circuit elements and to influence the

growth of Pierce instabilities. In a cosmic plasma an external

current system feeding a region of double-layer formation may

be represented by an equivalent circuit. In both casps the Pierce

instability may bo suppressed or a*- Least the growth rate may

become ins i <?n i f ican I.

2. Influence of an external circuit

In order to highlight the effects of an external circuit we will

here only consider the case of a cold electron beam and immobile

ions. For an unbounded plasma there are only stable Langmuir

modes given by the standard dispersion relation,

! £5__ ̂ o (1)

where K and u> are the wave number and frequency, v is the beam

velocity and w the plasma frequency. For a finite length sys-

tem with space coordinate x potential perturbations of the for»

— f ^ n*rr\i i V vl x 1> *,****. i 4 h. «»V — J? « 1 ii™"-'̂ '- **/



become possible where the un i ferns electric field E is due to

charges on the end grids (x » o, d) and k+ are the solutions

of the free-mode equation (1).

At the boundary where the electron beam is injected (x = 0) the

density and velocity perturbation are set to zero. Alternative

boundary conditions (e.g. setting the electrical field to zero)

are in general not acceptable, since they imply a non-physical

coupling between the conditions within the plasma region and

the parameters of the bean* injection mechanism. The electron

beam is disturbed by the external circuit only through the

uniform electric field E . The external circuit, which is connected

to the end grids responds only to the potential difference

I (d) - $(0), There is no direct coupling between the external

current which builds up charges on the end grids and the current

carried by ths electron beam. This severely restricts the

possible applications; to cosmic situations where in general the

electron current within a region of double-layer formation is,

together with the external current, part of the same extended

current system and "end grids" which may carry charge do not

exist.

In the standard Pierce analysis the two boundary conditions with

the short-circuit condition *(d) * $(0) lead to a characteristic

equation determining the growth rate for given plasma parameters

{Pierce, 1944; see also JMikhailovskii, 1974). Here we instead

consider the external circuit Illustrated in Figure 1, consisting

of capacitance C, resistance R and inductance L in series. For

an external current I » Ö where iQ are the charges on the end

grids, the potential across the plasma satisfies

• W ) - •«» « 2 + IP. + L — (3)
C dt

Introducing the vacuum capacitance of the plasma volume

C *> c h/å where A is the area of a grid we have front (2)

Alexp(ik+d)-1J + B[exp(ik.d)-1]

« J3i + JL + i R + L ~- (4)
Crt C dt



In this form the capacitance Cc enters as a circuit eJement in

series with tho<;e in the extsrraJ circuit and is thus signifi-

cant for determining their relative importance. Equation (4)

together with the standard boundarv conditions yields the

modified characteristic equation

= 2 08;

(6 2 + ? J) = 0

where we use Yuan's (1977) notation !d »-J.wd/v, 0 ̂ ~ w ^ d/v )
^

and have non-tlimGnsionalized the circuit parameters (C - C/CQ,

R K RC v/d, L ~ L C ^ v V d 2 ) . If c"' ~ R - I, = 0 we recover the

standard characteristic equation.

3. Discussion

We first of all notice that for marginal instability (8 = 0)

it follows from Equation (5> that e - nir. This condition is

identical to the standard case. The marginally unstable modes

consist of an integral number of half wave lengths of spacially

undamped sinusoidal oscillcitions with no uniform field component

(E * 0). Clearly the external circuit cannot influence these

modes as there is no required external current (Q ~ 0).

In the unstable parameter ranges the growth rate fl is reduced

by the external impedances. Thus in Figure 2 the effect of an

external Inductance is shown. For the particular choice L * 40

the maximum growth rate is reduced by a factor as0.58 as compared

with the case of an external short-circuit.

The growth rate ö decreases rather slowly as the external induc-

tance is increased. This may be seen from Table 1, where the

equivalent necessary values of the inductance L, resistance R

or capacitance C are given for a number of growth rates

(8 -- 1.6ii). In Equation (5) the circuit parameters appear

addltively in the same term and hence for a given growth rate

it is easy to find parameter values which give the same result.

For large values of the xapedancs we have the approximations /

9 * ~ ""'• " ~ " "



where a = - 9gsin e^ , which again illustrates the relatively

weak dependence on the external circuit parameters.

For tb^ experiment of Saekl et al..(1977; Iizuka et ajL., 1979)

we estimate the vacuum capacitance of the plasma volume to be

C o s 0,25 pF and the transit time d/v = 10 s. To determine

the size of external circuit elements, which according to the

theory presented here could have an effect if introduced into

the experiments, we note that for the dimensionless parameters

L, R and C to be equal to unity the actual values should be

L - C.C4 K, R = 0.4 ft Ohm, C - 0-25 p F . In particular for the

theoretical curve given in Figure 2 (L - 40} the corresponding

outer .inductance would be L = 1,6 H. The required dimensions of

the circuit elements are such that unless they are deliberately

introduced into the experiment the impedance of the outer circuit

has almost certainly a negligible effect in the experiments of

Saeki et_al. (ibid).

In view of the comments in Section 2 the special configuration

required for the Pierce instability is unlikely to be applicable

in cosmic situations. However if we estimate the external

inductance by y t where % is the length of the current system

and consider a local region of length d and cross section d2

the dimensionless inductance % ~ (v/c) 2H/d) . Since v < c and

we should have *. > d there is no a priori restriction on L.

From the analysis presented here we must have L >> 1 for a

significant reduction of the Pierce instability growth rate.

Finally we note that computer simulations of double-layer forma

tion ars of necessity made for <?. finite length system. Instabili-

ties of the Pierce type are then possible and may thsn be

suppressed by including the. effects of a suitable external

circuit in the aiuiulattor., A modified forr. of the Pierce insta-

bilif-y wight be expected for example if a const-ant voltage. i>>

imposed across th? H'.i.rala* ion region fcf. Smirnov, 1966). This

implies that the perturbations in the total potential difference

must be zero and ar appropriate uniform electric: field must bft

superimposed as in tho standard Pierce instability analysis.
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"1
Table 1

Values of the nci>ri LTnenslonali?ed inductance L, resistance

R and capacitance C, each of which give the same growth rate

ö (-• -iu'd/v) it incluiffid TT; the outer circuit:. The electron

beam density is such chat G (= u /v} = i,6n and 6 ( öi ) ii

close ho th>?. t-rst mayimun. For giver. 5 , P - (öC)~3 = 8L.



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. The physical system. An electron beam (e**) traverses a

region of stationary ions bounded by grids (located at

x = 0, d) carrying charges *Q. The charges are supplied

via an external circuit with current. I passing capaci-

tance C, resistance R and inductance L in series.

Fig. 2. The dimensionless growth rate 8(= -iwd/v) is given as a

function of the electron-beam parameter 9 (= uDeci/v}

for the case of an external dimensionless inductance L ~

= 40, solid curve, and for comparison for the case of an

external short-circuit (L = 0), da3hed curve.
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